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Goal One

More Inglewood residents 
are out in the community 
getting involved and 
interacting with each other.

Goal Three

Businesses see Inglewood 
as a neighbourhood that 
is welcoming and where 
community members 
will support them.

Goal Two

Inglewood’s unique character 
is enhanced by having 
attractive spaces and features.

Community Goals  
for Revitalization 

Vision for Revitalization

“Building connections to create a vibrant  
and inclusive community”

Community Definition of  
Success for Revitalization

+ More people using public spaces

+ More people attending community  
 events/ programs

+ More people feel they have their voices heard

+  Volunteerism is increasing

+ New people are connected that previously  
 were not

+ Community is defined more by assets  
 than deficits

+ Neighbourhood feels more vibrant  
 and thriving

+ People living in Inglewood and across the city  
 perceive the neighbourhood more positively 
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community  
connectedness

Linear Park*/ Off-Leash Dog area - Create greater 
awareness of the park in the community, increase 
opportunities for people to connect when they 
are there, and enhance the Off-Leash Dog park 
with features that make it more enjoyable.

* Linear Park - green space east of 
121 St from 118 Ave to 111 Ave

economic  
vibrancy

Community and Local Businesses project - 
A priority project will be identified with the 
community in consideration of other project 
ideas and the Crossroads Business Improvement 
Area Association 
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beautification

 Community Gardening Initiatives - Explore 
new locations and public facing opportunities 
(e.g. front yards, boulevards). 

safety

Consideration in all projects -Identified as a priority 
to be considered in the planning, implementation and 
evaluation of each community-led project. 

capital investment

Enhancements in coordination with  
Neighbourhood Renewal to Linear Park and John 
A. Norris Park - Investments to be considered on 
a variety of projects neighbourhood-wide.

- Explore further opportunities in support 
of current community projects.

community 
areas of focus 
Community-Led Initiatives For Years One and Two


